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Kazuo Shigenaga''

Abstruct

  Let R be a ring with identity and t a left exact radical of R-mod.  ln this paper， we shall introduce the notion of

the generalized t-full module and study its basic properties.  And ， it is shown that， for its corresponding Gabriel

topology . (P (t) and a linear topology . (？＝ ｛RI S R 1 1) t(R) ｝ ， the linear topology . (？ (t) n ，〈？ is contained in E ， w. here

E is the set of all essential left ideals of R.  ln particular， if R is generalized t-full as a left R-module， then . C''(t)

n ，〈？ is just equal to the set E. 

1.  Preliminaries

  Throughout this paper， R is a ring with identity and R-modules are unital left R-modules.  R-mod.  denotes the

category of all R-modules.  We denote by E(M) the injective hull of RM.  Let t be a left exact radical of R-mod. 

  An R-module M is said to be a t-full module if it is torsionfree and for each essential submodule IV of M， M/N

is torsion(cf。［1］). Generalizing this concept， we define an R・moduleル1 to be generalized t-full(in short， g.  t-full)zf

IV is an essential submodule of M， then M/N is torsion and t(M)＝t(N). 

  Note that a t-full R-module is nothing but a torsionfree g.  t-full R-module.  As is easily seen g.  t-full modules are not

always t-full modules. 

  For all undefined notions about torsion theories we refer to Golan ［1］ ， Kurata ［2］ and Stenstr6m ［3］ . 

2.  Several properties of generalized t-full modules

  As is well-known， ifノ＞is a(のdense submodule of a torsionfree R-module〃， then 2＞is essential inル1.  But， this

property holds under a more weaker assumption as the following lemma shows :

  Lemma 1.  Let M be an R-module and IV a submodule of M.  lf M/IV is torsion and t(M)＝t(IV)， then IV is

essential in M. 

 Proof.  First note that t(M)＝t(N) if and only if IV)t(M).  Now， since M/t(M) is torsionfree and (M/t(M))/

(N/t(M)) (r-M/N) is torsion， it follows that N/t(M) is essential in M/t(M).  Hence N is essential in M. 

From this lemma， we see that M g.  t-full is equivalent to the following condition :
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            for any submodule N＄M， N＄，M if and only if M/N is torsion and t. (M) ＝t(N). 

 Proposition 2.  lf M ds g.  t-full and N is a submodule of M then IV is also g.  t-full. 

 Proof.  Let Ar' be an essential submodule of N and let M' be a complement of IV in M.  Then N O M' is essential

in M and hence N' O M' is also essential in M.  As M is g.  t-full， t(N' O M')＝ t(M)， t(N (［D M')＝t(M) and M/

(N' (D M') is torsion.  Thus (IV O M')/(IV' (D M') is torsion and so is IV/N'.  Moreover we see t(N')＝t(N).  Thus

N is g.  t-full. 

 Proposition 3.  Let M be a g.  t-full module and N a submodule of M with N＄t(M).  Then， M/N ds g.  t-full. 

 Proof.  Let N'/N be an essential submodule of M/N.  Since IV' is essential in M， t(M)＝t(IV') and M/N' is

torsion.  Hence (M/N)/(IV'/AI) is also torsion.  Moreover， by the assumption， t(M/N) ＝ t(M)/IV ＝ t(N')/IV ＝ t(IV'/

IV).  Therefore， M/IV is g.  t-full. 

 Proposition 4.  Let M be an R-module and N a closed submodule of M such that N)t(M).  lf IV and M/iV is

g. t-full then M is g.  t-full. 

 Proof.  Let N' be an essential submodule of M.  Since N is closed in M， (IV'十N)/AI is essential in M/N.  Hence

M/(N'十N) is torsion since M/AI is g.  t-full.  Moreover， N'nN is an essential submodule of N and N is g.  t-full.  So，

N/(N'nN) is torsion.  ln the exact sequence O. (N'十N)/N'. M/N'. M/(N'十N)一〇， since (IV'十N)/N' and M/

(N'十N) are torsion， it follows that M/IV' is torsion.  Furthermore， we have t(IV'nIV) ＝t(M) from the fact that :

N'nN is essential in N and IV l t(M).  Hence it follows that t(N')＝t(M) and thus M is g.  t-full. 

 Proposition 5.  Let M be an R-module.  The following conditions are equivalent :

   (1)E(M) is g.  t-full. 

   (2) t(E(N))＝t(N) and E(IV)/IV is torsion for all submodule IV of E(M). 

 Proof. (1)今(2).  For any submodule 2＞of E(〃)，E(N)is g.  t・full by Proposition 2.  Hence， t(E(N))＝t(N)and E

(IV)/IV is torsion.  (2) ;;(1).  Let IV be an essential submodule of E(M) .  Then we have E(M) ＝E(IV) and hence E(M)

is g.  t-full by assumption. 

 Proposition 6.  lf M is a torsion R-module， the following are equivalent :

   (1) M is g.  t-full. 

   (2) M is semisimPle. 

 pro6f.  (1)i(2).  Let IV be a submodule of M.  Then there is a submodule X of M such that IV (ID X＄eM.  Since t

(M) ＝M， we see that M＝ t(M) ＝ t(IV (ll］) X) ＝t(IV) O t(X) ＝IV (Eli) X.  Hence N＄ O M.  Therefore M is semisimple. 

(2)＝)(1) is clear. 

Corollary 7.  An R-module M is g.  1 一full zf and only zf M is semisimPle. 

Proof.  Clear. 
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                                 3.  Generalized t-fullness of RR

  Let t be a left exact radical of R-mod.  and . (？ (t) the associated left Gabriel topology.  Further put

                                   eE'＝ ｛1＄RRIt(R)＄1｝

This is a left linear topology.  Using there concept we shall give in this section a necessary and sufficient condition for

RR to be g.  t-full

Proposition 8.  The in te2section of . (？(t) and . (？ is contained in E， where E is the set of all essentlal lefl ideals of

R. 

Proof.  Noting that l l t(R) if and only if t(1)＝t(R)

Theorem 9.  The fo llowing conditions are equivarent :

 (1) R is g.  t-full. 

 (2) . e (t) n. e＝E. 

by Lemma 1， we can easily prove the proposition. 

Proof.  This is clear from the proposition 8 and the definition of g.  t-fullness. 

Corollary 10.  Following conditions are equivarent :

 (1)Risg. 1吻1乙

 (2) . 〈？ (1)n ，，(？＝ E. 

(3) R is semisimPle. 

Proof.  Clear. 

  Corollary 11.  Let(丁1， T2，丁3)be a hereditary 3づfold torsion theo rγand ti the left enact radical with resl)ect to(丁ls

T、). :Then，1～is g.  ti-fu〃zf and o吻zf R is semisimPle. 

  Proof.  lt， is clear from . E i n. (？2＝＝. (Pi n ｛1＄R 1 1)ti(R)｝＝ ｛R｝ ， where . (''i and . (？2 are the Gabriel topologies

corresponding to (T1，7「2)and(丁2， T3)，respectively. 
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